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Product Manager Case Study: Retail 
Trading Mechanics
Design a system to facilitate back-end of smooth retail friendly trading behind the 
scenes.

Considerations are: 

sourcing liquidity

managing retail flow
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efficiently utilizing capital

minimizing the risk to Kraken

while still giving the end retail user an easy experience

To problem solve creatively and with intent, three mayor considerations crafted 
the proposed solution:

Kraken's mission - align mission, business goals and success 
criteria in product design

Our Mission is to accelerate the adoption of cryptocurrency so that 
you and the rest of the world can achieve financial freedom and 
inclusion.

For Kraken to fulfill its mission, it needs to be a thriving 
business - liquidity sourcing, managing retail flow, maximizing 
capital utilization and minimizing Kraken's risk 

For Kraken, to reach its WHY?, i.e., to accelerate adoption of 
cryptocurrencies so the world can achieve financial freedom 
and inclusion, it is imperative users experience is smooth, easy, 
familiar as they on-ramp into the cryptocurrencies digital 
ecosystem. 
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I invite you to dream, imagine with me ...

Kraken is one of the largest spot currency exchanges and is rated Top Tier Volume 
Exchange by CryptoCompare Exchange Benchmark. The rating evaluates the 
following Categories: Security, Legal, KYC/Transaction Risk, Management/ 
Company, Data Provision, Asset Quality/Diversity and Market Quality. The highest 
threshold for aggregate grading in above 75, corresponding to AA. Kraken is 
graded AA. 

As of Jan 2021, graded AA Low-Risk Exchanges, namely, Kraken, Coinbase, 
Gemini, Bitstamp,  itBit and Luno accounted for 85% of the market share. 
CryptoCompare reports Top Tier Volume Exchanges having gained 13% market 
share, in 4 months, from Oct 2020 to Jan 2021.

Retail trading volumes are important to Kraken's growth strategy and mission. 
Retail consumers, have certain consumer protections overseen by regulatory 
bodies. Simply, retail consumers are preconditioned to some protection when 
exposed to financial investment risk. Thus, self-governing, having the interest of 
the retail investor is critical to build trust with the consumer and to be a viable 
business.

Worldwide, digital year-on-year digital adoption continues to grow. The global 
pandemic accelerated technology adoption. Socially distancing, while staying 
virtually connected during Covid-19, exposed all generations to new technology 
tools. Welcomed, or with a little resistance at first, all generations, familiarized, 
experimented, interacted with internet connected technology. 

This Case Study assumes an estimated average global crypto ownership rate of 
3.9%. Taking into consideration the Rogers Consumer Adoption Curve, innovators 
represent 2.5% and early adaptors, the next 13.5%. This illustrates currently at 
early adaptors initial growth opportunity. Translating into much work ahead, yet it 
is very encouraging for crypto adoption.
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Globally, daily average time using the internet is 7 hrs a day, 48 hrs in a week, 2 of 
7 days in a week. Estimate accounts for all devices: mobile phone, laptop/desktop 
computer, tablet, tv streaming stick, games console, smart home, smart watch, 
virtual reality.

Let us briefly consider, history

💡 A Brief History of the Internet. Barry M. Leiner, Vinton G. Cerf, David D. 
Clark, Robert E. Kahn, Leonard Kleinrock, Daniel C. Lynch, Jon 
Postel, Larry G. Roberts, Stephen Wolff www.inter

💡 The Internet has revolutionized the computer and communications world 
like nothing before. The invention of the telegraph, telephone, radio, and 
computer set the stage for this unprecedented integration of 
capabilities. The Internet is at once a world-wide broadcasting 
capability, a mechanism for information dissemination, and a medium for 
collaboration and interaction between individuals and their computers 
without regard for geographic location. The Internet represents one of 
the most successful examples of the benefits of sustained investment 
and commitment to research and development of information 
infrastructure. Beginning with the early research in packet switching, the 
government, industry and academia have been partners in evolving and 
deploying this exciting new technology. Today, terms like 
“bleiner@computer.org” and “http://www.acm.org” trip lightly off the 
tongue of the random person on the street. 1

Consumer internet search behaviors, time spent on devices, reason for searching 
the internet convey an opportunity to mass-on-ramp, with least friction by 
interfacing with consumer via devices. 

https://www.internetsociety.org/internet/what-internet/history-internet/brief-history-internet#f1
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All internet users benefit from internet technology, without having to understand 
the inner workings. 

The proposed MVP solution for this Case Study, builds on this premise. To 
accelerate cryptocurrency adoption, users must unlock the benefits of blockchain 
and cryptocurrency technology. 

All internet users benefit from internet technology, without having to understand 
the inner workings. How can a new or native crypto user benefit from 
cryptocurrency and blockchain technology without having to look under the hood? 

Retail Trading Mechanics
For efficiency, Capital Markets and Centralized Cryptocurrency Exchanges, 
require a mechanism to manage depth, spread and risk measure of orderbooks. 
Orderbooks record interest of sellers (makers) and buyers (takers) and a matching 
engine uses orderbooks to match and fill orders. The consumer retail investor 
doesn't want, have the time or interest in level 1, 2 or 3 central limit order-books.

Today, investors buy stocks (and other assets), take a position in the market and 
earn based on the price movement of assets. In part, possible, by the market 
makers operating in exchanges, providing liquidity narrowing bid-ask spread, 
while aiming for profits with market neutral positions. Market makers, earn 
payments from exchanges, arbitrage and bid-ask arbitrage. In addition to trading 
incentive schemas, for example, zero trading commission fees, resulting in inflated 
trading volumes.

Sources of Revenues for (CEX) Central cryptocurrencies 
Exchanges

withdrawal fees

trading commissions
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market making

new coin listings fees (initial exchange offerings IEO, initial coin offering 
ICO or security token offering STO

fund collection for IEO, ICO or STO

interest earned from margins trading leveraged funds, among others

Cryptocurrencies exchanges primary source of revenue is high volume, low 
trading commission fees. Exchanges and retail consumers benefit from liquidity. A 
liquid exchange, is able to match orders faster reducing price volatility risk. Market 
makers earn from providing liquidity. 

In TradFi (traditional finance), institutions are market makers. Institutional money 
flow, plays key role in capital markets. Consider a retail investor, buys stock, the 
exchange and the market makers are institutions. The issue is not both being 
institutions. It does however deserves the the question, how can retail investors in 
crypto markets participate in receiving incentives?

Ideas: TradFi, CEX, DEX and Crypto 
Finance has shifted rapidly. Innovations such as Automated Market Makers AMM 
offered by DEX, that is, Decentralized cryptocurrencies Exchanges, present 
additional options to investors and offer opportunity to transact via contract with 
specified rules instead of between people. 

MetaMask, enables digital wallet holders to swap coins. Embedded in the swap 
price quote is an automatic and dynamic service fee ranging between 0.3% - 
0.875%. MetaMask now also provides the consumer value of aggregation and 
price comparison among DEXes and Professional Market Makers. MetaMask, is an 
easy app to download in mobile device or search in web browser. It is a speedy 
and familiar experience. In the scenario, user doesn't own crypto, a new crypto 
user onboarded directly into DeFi ecosystem needing a bankcard or apple pay and 
now enjoys DeFi superpowers. 
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DeFi is able to experiment with use cases, services and products. Consumers 
willing to pay for price discovery, can swap, from their mobile phones with 
confidence. 

Binance, a non-US CEX, offers Binance Liquidity Pool product. 

Balancer, offers ability to pool multiple token types, without token pair limitation.

The current market is fragmented. TradFi securities-trading markets is no 
exception. "Off-exchange trading, including broker/dealer internalization and dark 
pools in which prices are not displayed prior to execution, has grown significantly. 
Non-exchange trading in the U.S. has surged in recent years, accounting for an 
estimated 40% of all U.S. stock trades in spring 2017, compared with an estimated 
16% in 2010. Dark pools have been at the forefront of this trend towards off-
exchange trading, accounting for 15% of U.S. volume as of 2014." CFA Institute.

In Summary, 

TradFi market makers earn for providing liquidity, earn from arbitrage 
opportunities, bid-ask spread, can receive incentives to trade and profit while 
maintaining a market neutral position.

Retail investor, takes a position in the market and earns based on asset price 
movement.

CEXes supply liquidity and  earn based on liquidity provided, among other 
sources of revenues. 

Anyone not yet participating in the crypto economy, can download MetaMask 
app or browse the web, create a digital wallet and pay price discovery service 
fee. User is in DeFi, now owns crypto, is confident market was scanned for the 
best price at that moment, that day. 

Binance offers Liquidity Pool, user act as market maker, earns, profit, receive 
incentive fees for providing liquidity to the pool. User can trade or earn tokens, 
enjoy low fees for large transactions with tight spreads, empowering anyone 
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who pools their tokens to become a market maker earn interest and a share of 
transaction fees for pooling. 

Balancer has ability to pool multiple tokens. 

Off-exchange securities trading in TradFi, continue to trend.

All internet users benefit from internet technology, without having to understand 
the inner workings. How can a new or native crypto user benefit from 
cryptocurrency and blockchain technology without having to look under the hood? 

Thus, given the retail trading mechanics, market and internet trends and the 
constrains below 

sourcing liquidity

managing retail flow

efficiently utilizing capital

minimizing the risk to Kraken

while still giving the end retail user an easy experience

Design recommendation for a  system to facilitate back-end of smooth retail 
friendly trading behind the scenes aligned with Kraken's mission 

Our Mission is to accelerate the adoption of cryptocurrency so that 
you and the rest of the world can achieve financial freedom and 
inclusion.

and commitment to Innovation, Transparency, Add Value to Costumer, given

Consumer internet search behaviors, time spent on devices, reason for searching 
the internet convey an opportunity to mass-on-ramp, with least friction by 
interfacing with consumer via devices. 
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All internet users benefit from internet technology, without having to understand 
the inner workings. How can a new or native crypto user benefit from 
cryptocurrency and blockchain technology without having to look under the hood? 

Design a system, with advanced trading order types, programmatically managed 
by smart contracts with pre-defined limits, triggers, terms, ranges pre-authorizing 
crypto assets send or request automatically. In-kind with expressing interest in an 
orderbook, without directly interacting with any orderbook. 

Retail costumer, considers justified and reasonable the fees charged for the 
service of pre-authorized, given conditions met, to provide liquidity. In return, the 
costumer, pooling assets, acts as market maker, earn tokens, enjoy low fees for 
large transactions with tight spreads, earn interest and a share of transaction fees 
for pooling. 

Kraken's revenue shortfall, from offering lower trading fees to retail in pool acting 
as market maker, compensated with fees for services, as recurring subscription 
streams revenues. Retail mobile and web trading users offered services such as 
RoboInvest that can scan CEXes and DEXes and activates smart contract for 
arbitrage opportunities or as liquidity provider. 

In proposed solution, Kraken manages retail flow to source exchange liquidity and 
minimizes risk. The retail investor, participating in crypto economy, via interfaces 
on mobile or web, familiar, easy to navigate and successfully completes all tasks. 
Kraken's capital deployed to fund Innovation and New Product to add value to 
costumers and generated service fees revenues. ERC20 pooled contracts are not 
controlled or expose risk to Kraken. Full disclosure of pooled tokens losses 
required for retail investor to consider. Retail investor happy because is spared 
knowing all  complexities and mechanisms of crypto trading. 

... Ok back to reality. This solution aims to incentivize and reward all parties, work 
autonomously after initial human inputs and authorization as code based 
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intelligence. Ok, ok, back to planet earth, with constraints of chain interoperability, 
load fees, auto-rebalanced market, dark-pool. 

Realistically, let us prioritize user navigation experience, usability, accessibility of 
the mobile app launched a month ago in the US. In parallel, commence design of a 
system, user is willing to pay for automated price discovery, investment timed-
intelligence. 

https://www.sketch.com/s/9027a8e7-b3504a619b245b6d54c4700c

Customer persona
Let, customer discovery steps: interviews, surveys, pain pattern identification, 
value proposition of uncovering solution, be completed. Ally, is a female millennial 
aged 35, lives in North America, in an urban city, is mobile internet user.

https://www.sketch.com/s/9027a8e7-b350-4a61-9b24-5b6d54c4700c
https://app.mural.co/t/dotkittyskull1642/template/1446503e-d94d-4275-9ae2-4595d6a01d81?sender=udb0cc6dcde50d42df92c4730
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Ally - Persona Empathy Grid Template

https://app.mural.co/t/dotkittyskull1642/template/dbcc64c2
0a1a-46cf-bbe1-e4751770ebbc?sender=udb0cc6dcde50d42
df92c4730

Ally, new retail user, lacks knowledge of how to access crypto markets in 
additional to traditional finance

Ally, is hung up on privacy, identity and theft risk

Ally, lacks confidence and perceives onboarding into cryptocurrencies will be 
complex

doesn't know how to get started in cryptocurrencies

fears cryptocurrencies are complex to understand (crypto wallets, private 
keys, hashes, blocks)

fears cryptocurrencies are risky, volatile and she doesn’t want to lose her 
money

Ally, is held back because she wants to increase awareness and learning 
incrementally since she has limited time

Ally, is inhibited in understanding crypto technology as it appears solid, complex 
and impenetrable

Ally, keeps feeling excluded from the benefits of cryptocurrencies

Problem and sub-problem
Ally, new retail user, lacks knowledge of how to access crypto markets in 
additional to traditional finance

 Ally wants to create cryptocurrency account to buy, sell, trade, learn, earn

Goal: need to show Ally using crypto is easy, accessible and highly beneficial

so that she can trade intuitively

https://app.mural.co/t/dotkittyskull1642/template/dbcc64c2-0a1a-46cf-bbe1-e4751770ebbc?sender=udb0cc6dcde50d42df92c4730
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so that she can earn 

so that she can invest

so she can spend her crypto assets

so she can use her crypto assets

so that she can manage her portfolio

so that she can control the value of her money

so that she can learn

 Once Ally creates account, when Ally returns to app

Goal: need to show Ally using crypto is easy, accessible and highly beneficial

Ally user flow, today

https://app.mural.co/t/dotkittyskull1642/template/b03dd943-32c6-4eb1-a58c-0e9a4c787170?sender=udb0cc6dcde50d42df92c4730
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Ally - user flow Template

https://app.mural.co/t/dotkittyskull1642/template/b03dd94
332c64eb1-a58c-0e9a4c787170?sender=udb0cc6dcde50d4
2df92c4730

Solution: ideation ... dream Big, then go 
small

Products and Services

create RoboInvest

create Arbitrage RoboInvest

create p2p Pool Swap)

on demand data collection

on demand data aggregation

on demand data analysis

Features and Functionalities

Bottom Bar Menu

add a 5th HotKey RoboPool

add Name under each HotKey

List Type Hamburger) Menu

Categorize Content

https://app.mural.co/t/dotkittyskull1642/template/b03dd943-32c6-4eb1-a58c-0e9a4c787170?sender=udb0cc6dcde50d42df92c4730
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Search & Education

meme query

voice query

create token card ERC20

token gesture navigation ERC20

reminders

push notifications

siri short cut for airpod users can announce push message with SiriKit 
3rd party app)

community & Social

post activity to feed

Post activity to social media

Post activity to feed community

Personalize: user feedback mechanisms

profile id: Memoji’s, avatars, NFT

ask users topic of interest

ask user preferences

ask used goals

ask user opinions

Solution: minimum lovable 
Solutions, must simplify cryptocurrencies and deliver easy retail user experience

 Ally, must experience getting started in crypto is intuitive, easy, familiar, low-
risk and secure
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Ally - Ideation & Prioritization Template

https://app.mural.co/t/dotkittyskull1642/template/b51bcc66
51fa-4230-a67831aad42b01b1?sender=udb0cc6dcde50d42
df92c4730

Ally, user experience, must make her feel comfortable with purchasing, 
swapping and trading cryptocurrency

Ally, must be able to learn in bite-sized increments and gain confidence

https://app.mural.co/t/dotkittyskull1642/template/b51bcc66-51fa-4230-a678-31aad42b01b1?sender=udb0cc6dcde50d42df92c4730
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Product Scope Process 
Minimum Viable Product MVP

Optimize Value! Trade-offs in best interest of Ally (user) and Kraken, on the 
basis of

in spirit of: ship quick, learn soon ⇒ are we building right stuff feedback

high opportunity cost

small team

existing functionalities

Team to deliver Solution
he Krakenite team to successfully deliver Mobile App providing Ally:

Overall, end-to-end, wholesome user experience ⇒ UX/UI

Ease to accomplish task in App ⇒ Usability

Ensuring Mobile App is inclusive ⇒ Accessibility

Simplifying interface design, categorizing content facilitating Ally reaching the 
primary goal, without distraction, confusion and empowering Ally to gain 
coincidence is:

1 iOS/Android Developer, 1 Backend Developer, 1 UI/UX Designer, and me, 
Alejandra, as Product Manager. Iterations and testing, benefit from costumer 
feedback. Partnering with Marketing and Client Services is key for product 
road map roll out. 
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Stakeholders
In real life, I would prepare a Product Requirement Document PRD enabling all 
stakeholders to reference, guide technology and business teams process to build, 
to launch and to market product/solution and give feedback. To effectively 
communicate with all stakeholder's the product roadmap, the strategy, content 
curated for audience.

Internal
 Engineering & Design

by sprints, with one-source-of-truth, shared brain to empower each team 
individual's decision making

 Marketing, Client Services & Costumer Support

by features and benefits, with one-source-of-truth, shared brain to 
empower each team individual's decision making

 Executive Team 
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by themes and initiatives, with highlights on teams work progress in 
support of Kraken goals and objectives, with one-source-of-truth, shared 
brain 

External
User-focus. Communicate with target market users, get costumers interested 
in the future direction, excite about what is coming next with engaging visually 
appealing materials

Product Roadmap
After, applying HEART and MoSCoW frameworks, and considering other factors, 
such as, talent, capital, and compliance, market and competitor analysis, the MVP, 
minimum viable required product over 6 months to prioritize launch of new 
products to attract new users and deepen relationship with exciting costumers

UI/UX (incremental enhancements)

NEW Product, Service, Features
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"Design is not how it looks and feels.       Design is how it 
works"  - Steve Jobs

MVP builds on the onboarding, KYC, and regulatory compliance process.

Product Scoping and Planning

Themes
Innovation

Transparency

Security

Add Value to Costumer
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Initiatives
Usability

Accesability

Costumer Satisfaction

New Products

Mobile Focus

Web Focus

Crypto Adoption

Epics

Epic 1
Improve user experience with costumer support teams by reducing average time 
to receive response by OKR quarterly goal

User 1.1

As and app user, I need to see Kraken app in Top 50 free Finance (iOS or 
Android) to trust and open and account with Kraken

Definition of Success 1.1

all potential new costumers find Kraken app in top 50 apps :)

User Story 1.2

as a new mobile app user, I want to cht live with costumer support, so I feel my 
new account matters and that I am welcomed to the community

Definition of Success 1.2

new costumers are satisfied and fell they can connect via chat 99% of the 
times
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User Story 1.3

As a mobile app user, I need to type query, so I am not overwhelmed with too 
much information at once

Definition of Success 1.3

search button added and functional so user can search with easy

Epic 2
Increase Life Time Value of current and new costumers by OKR quarterly goal

Increase retail costumer acquisition and engagement by OKR quarterly goal

User Story 2.1

As a new-to-crypto investor, I want the option to have RoboInvest 
recommendations, and I am willing top pay for the service if I have profits after 
cost

Definition of Success 2.1

product prototype MVP is A/B tested by user

User Story 2.2

As a new-to-crypto investor, I want watch 5mins videos on-the-go in mobile, 
so I can learn daily

Definition of Success 2.2

As a new-to-crypto investor, I want watch 5mins videos on-the-go in 
mobile, so I can learn daily

Epic 3
Increase retail costumer acquisition and engagement by OKR quarterly goal

Decrease mobile user churn by OKR quarterly goal

User Story 3.1 
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as a mobile app user, I want to read, what icons in bottom bar menu are linking 
me, so I can save time

Definition of Success 3.1

user can read home, portfolio, buy/sell, prices under icons in bottom menu 
bar

User Story 3.2

As a mobile app user, I need a link to voice query, so I am not overwhelmed 
with too much information at once

Definition of Success 3.2

user with ease uses link for voice query

User Story 3.3

As a mobile app user, I need to image image query, so I am not overwhelmed 
with too much information at once

Definition of Success 3.3

user with ease uses link for image query

Market Insights
Worldwide, digital year-on-year digital adoption continues to grow. The global 
pandemic accelerated technology adoption. Socially distancing, while staying 
virtually connected during Covid-19, exposed all generations to new technology 
tools. Welcomed, or with a little resistance at first, all generations, familiarized, 
experimented with internet connected technology. For example, excluding social 
media age restricted population, aged 16 to 64, 9 out of 10 already use social 
media. Globally, it is estimated, daily time using the internet is 7 hours a day, 48 
hours a week, 2 days out of 7 days in a week. 
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The growth of active daily users, in essence, reliance on internet for a diverse type 
of daily life activities: search, e-commerce, social networking, gaming, investing, 
etc. The collective demand to adapt flexible alternatives to learning, working and 
living models, gives confidence the market for Ally, will continue to grow. The 
latter, is also supported by retail inflows into into crypto. 

Total Addressable Market TAM, Serviceable Addressable Market SAM and 
Serviceable Obtainable Market SOM methodology, was top-down approach. The 
analysis, assumed an estimated average global crypto ownership rate of 3.9%. 
Taking into consideration the Rogers Consumer Adoption Curve, were innovators 
represent 2.5% and early adaptors 13.5%, the estimated average global crypto 
ownership rate of 3.9%, in conjunction with digital trends, is very encouraging for 
crypto adoption. 

Population demographics and other key indicators

7.83 billion world population, urbanization 56.4%; YoY change in digital 
adoption 1%, 81 million

USA 4% percent world population

4.66 billion internet users, 59.5% of population; YoY change in digital 
adoption 7.3%, 316 million

4.20 billion active social media users, 53.6% of population; YoY change in 
digital adoption 13.2%, 490 million

49.6% female, 50.4% male population worldwide

Millennial generation, 2540 years, 31 years median age

Ally Persona-wise [brief]

is a female millennial, 35 (aged 2540

lives in North America, in an urban city

is mobile internet users (cellular or wifi)

assume estimated average global crypto ownership rate of 3.9%
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currently does not own crypt

Total Addressable Market (TAM)
Top-down method as of 2021 assumptions calculated with dataportal.com data 
(see research sources for reference). Persona-wise, Ally, is a female millennial 
(aged 2540, lives in North America, in an urban city, is mobile internet users 
(cellular or wifi). Assuming an estimated average global crypto ownership rate of 
3.9%, Ally, who currently does not own crypto, is in our Total Addressable Market 
of approximately 12 million, based on global population.

Since average net revenue per user for Kraken is not available to me at this 
moment, assumption is based on conservative Coinbase Q1 Earnings Call. 
Considering $45 per month, as annual net revenue per retail MTU.

For Kraken, Ally represents a Serviceable Obtainable Market SOM with Annual 
Net Revenue per Retail MTU of $9 million.

TAM, SAM and SOM assumptions:

i. Q1 2021 Coinbase Shareholder Letter
Source: Q1'21 COIN Shareholder Letter. (n.d.). 

http://dataportal.com/
https://s27.q4cdn.com/397450999/files/doc_financials/2021/q1/Q1'21-COIN-Shareholder-Letter.pdf
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ii. Headlines for Mobile, Internet and Social Media Use
Source: Digital 2021 Global Overview Report, https://datareportal.com open 
source collection of free reports to understand data, trends and digital behaviors 
by country and globally

Population demographics and other key indicators

7.83 billion world population, urbanization 56.4%; YoY change in digital 
adoption 1%, 81 million

4.66 billion internet users, 59.5% of population; YoY change in digital adoption 
7.3%, 316 million

4.20 billion active social media users, 53.6% of population; YoY change in 
digital adoption 13.2%, 490 million

49.6% female, 50.4% male population worldwide

Millennial generation, 2540 years, 31 years median age

Mobile Internet Users - aged 16 to 64

96.6% of users own smart phone

91.5% smart phone internet users as percentage of total internet users

6h 54m time spent daily using internet (all devices: mobile phone, 
laptop/desktop computer, tablet, tv streaming stick, games console, smart 
home, smart watch, virtual reality)

3h 39m average daily time spent using internet on mobile devices

2h 25m time spent daily using social media

92.6% of users access internet via mobile device

Top 5 Reasons for Using Internet

 Find information

 Stay in touch with friends and family

https://datareportal.com/
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 Keep up to date with news and events

 Research How-To-Do things

 Watch videos, tv shows and movies

Internet Search Behaviors - users aged 16 to 64

98.0% use a conventional search engine (any device)

45.6% use voice search or voice commands (any device)

44.8% search for brand information on social media (any device)

32.9% use image recognition tools (mobile devices only)

Top 5 Reasons for Using Social Media

 Keep up to date with news and events

 Find funny or entertaining content

 Fill up spare time

 Stay in touch with friends and family activities

 Share photos or videos

Social Media Behaviors - users aged 16 to 64

98.1% visited or used a social network or a messaging service in the past 
month

90.2% actively engaged with or contributed too social media in the past month

2h 25m time spent per day using social media

8.4 average number of social media accounts per internet user

40.4% use social media for work purposes

E-commerce Activity Overview - users aged 16 to 64 in the past month
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81.5% search online for a product or service to buy (any device)

90.4% visited and online retail site or store (any device) actively

69.4% used a shopping app on a mobile phone or tablet

76.8% purchased a product online (any device)

55.4% purchased a product online via a mobile phone

MVP channel strategy
Given the active daily use and time spent with internet connected technologies, 
being intimately knowledgeable  of the user personas is key successful for a 
successful go-to-market strategy. For example, the raise of "search what you see" 
image recognition, representing two thirds, approximately 3 Billion internet users. 
Two thirds of baby boomers are video gamers. Generation Z reported as solely 
searching for brands online. Voice search adoption, all generations of users fast 
growing, motivates importance of considering other factors in additional to 
traditional Active User. Number of active user, the time in the day, the reason why 
they connected at that moment in the day must be consciously evaluated.

The market is becoming non-homogenous. The same person, activities vary in a 
day. In the span of 24 hours, the top 5 reasons an individual connects to research 
brands, entertainment, stay in touch with family and friends, make online 
purchases and learn how-to-do things. Same user, doing different things with 
technology in same day. Hence, emphasizing, truly understanding the reason and 
times they use the internet, needs, lifestyle, point of views, behavior is critical to 
design a device balanced marketing and content strategy.

Once, device balance strategy defined, it is recommended to engage in pre-
launch communication with target market users. Getting costumers interested in 
the future direction, excite about what is coming next with engaging visually 
appealing materials, pre-launch establishes relationship and optimizes user 
acquisition funnel.
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In essence, the best way to communicate and roll-out MVP solution, is to test, 
iterate, start again engaging and gathering feedback from users and Krankenites, 
pre-launch, throughout the process. 

To measure and determine product market fit, event analytics, such as detailed 
user reports, app download rates, active users after app downloaded, time to sign 
up, drop off friction, user acquisition channels, churn rate, app usage of features 
pre-and-post launch of solution. In the case of exciting users, interacting with 
mobile app new key metrics and feedback instruments are: net promoter score, 
NPS surveys, concept testing, support requests insights. 

In summary, 

 Acquisition: is user funnel as planned for device and campaign, or do activity 
reports additional sources. 

 Activation: are users active in the mobile app? Ask is user feedback and if 
enjoying first-run experience. How many many new customers gained in day, 
week, month. 

 Retention: compare feature usage by user over time and frequency user visits 
app. What is churn rate?

 Referrals: are user channels reflecting word-of-mouth effect?

 Revenue: are users willing to pay for additional services and features

Research Resources
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